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t Contingency Plan to Thwart SDS Disturbances at Fullerton
Junior College

In his lest "Welcome Address?' to the Fullerton Jr. College
faculty, President H. Lynn Sheller warned that in the 1968-1969
academic year there %vas a grave-possibility of a campus explosion
at Fullerton Jr. Collegec end he counselea that attempts to
organise a chapter of Students for a Democratic Society would
probably be made as a first ntep to local campus chaos. Our
retiring President also contended that Students for a Dem.-
cratic Society was permeated with radical and revolutionary
elements.

Drv Shellervs remarks were poorly received in some quarters
of the gathering; there was even an unprecedented challenge
from the floor during the course of his address. At that.
particular moment, it seemed that Dr. Sheller was unduly
concerned about what might happen on our conservative campus--
and ill-informed on the salient characteristics of students
for a Democratic SocietyQ It has taken less than one full
semester, however, to confirm that his apprehensions were realietic

'and well-founded6 and more of us are now coming to realize that
his characterizations of SDS were true0

nhellerus prediction regarding the attempt to form an
SDS chapter has materialized, not only at rullerton Jr. College,
but also at her sister institution in the North Orange County
Junior College District-- Cypress Jr. College. Each attempt.ha
been abortive9 however, because the Board of iiducation refused
the applicants a charter on the grounds that SDS objectives are
not commensurate with the educational goals of our district.

Tactically, this was a sound move, for with lack of official
recognition SDS is branded from the outset as renegadee-without
sanction or credence. In a community with strong middle-class
traditions, this will be important. Particularly, if, in the
long run, our administration (l) identifies and isolateet the
radical SDS organizers, and (2) cuts off the supportive element
of SDS by instituting needed reforms.,

ZIW,7
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The atLempt %. organize an FJC-SDS hasinvolved the following

aetivity: (1) O. campus meeti.ngs which featured discussions 64 a

student movement 4) boycott the bookstore, a petition to recall

members of !VC stulent government, a petition to relieve Dean of

Men, Ivan.C,"Malm ef his duties, possible disruption of instrucetor

and othtr topiese (2) Distribution ofAlelosmalg.ghlets out:1141,ns

SDS vele for Fullerton Jr, College

The itat(d goals aret

1, Factual Student control of all policies, issues and activities
concerning the studnt We threfore will strive to establishs

a) a non-profit booltstore
!0) more direct student control of ASB funds and actsities
'e) a student review board
d) abolishment of the dress code
e) more adequate parking facilities
f) student employment in more campus jobs

IA, Greater student involvement in social and political issues
In this regard we shall work to obtains

a; on-campus draft counseling
b) freedom of the press on campus
0 an open center for community-student interaction
d) a centrally located free speech center
e) an unrestricted outside speaker policy (see ippendix,
Document No. 4)

In the abortive attempt to implement these goals as a recognized

campus organization, FJC-SDS organizers submitted an ill-prepared

eonstitution which, even with liberal spacing, fills only 2/3

portion of one page (See Appendix, Doc. Noo 3)

With this. inauspicious beginning, however, noeice has been servedo

Our campus, too, can become a battleground along with countless others,

Dr Sheller's warning at the outset of the 196849 academic year about

SDS attempts to organize on our campus was prophetic. And now Clay N,

Mitchell, Orange County Superintendent of Schools9 has alerted local

resi4pnts to the very real danger of SDS campus take-overs in the

area schools, (360)

With the hope that MIS "talk" at rullerton 41,(1 never gets tsanslated

into action.. with the faith that student unrest can be anticipated and

averted-- your author proposes to examine kloma of the challenges poned

T-
1
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by Studente for A Democratic Society, historically, As a result,

special insights should emeflige concerning the character of the

movement. An attempt will then be made to combine these insights

with an mamination of the myriad causes of student unrest-- for.the

purpose of formulating a contingeney plan to quell student activism

at FuliJrton 4.11% college

rAtdents for a Democratic Society was founded by about 6o

peopl, at Port Huron Michigan, in 1961. The founders meeting

prodeced ia rDS credo, the "Port Huron Statement" drafted chiefly

'by A student from the Undversity of Michigan named Tom Hayden,,

Tb.s document is the basic rationale for the leaderless, decentralized;

nparticipatory democracy" in which SDS chapters give every member,s

view equal weighting. It states,

"ooie seek the establishment of a democracy of individual
participation, governed by two central aims2 that the
individual share in those social decisions determining
the quality and direction of his life& that society
be organized to encourage independence ln men and provide
the media for their common participation. (12g23-24)

Supplanting the Students League for Industrial Democracy, SDS

has "spun off" to a (fall 1968) membership of 7000 dueseepaying

students on 300 campuses, C It boasts support of 35,000 other students,

publishes New Left notes (circ, 30,000)9 and elects a governing

board or National Council in an annual conventione National offices

of SDS are located at 1608 West Madison St,, Chicago Ifl 60612.

In 1963 a philosophy for SDS was set down in two papers co-

authored by Tom Hayden, One dealt with the military-industrial

complex in the United States as a threat to peace0 The other

proposed .that SDS should help the poor in white and black ghettos,

By 1964 SDS was involved in welfare and rent strikes in chiefly

white ghettos in 17 cities. SDS also teamed up with SNCC in the

summer of 1964-tO-assisi in the Mississippi Negro votr regieitrittion,

(3433-40f8881)
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In tlu same year9 Mario Savio was leading the first major student

revolt of the 1960us at the University of California at Berkeley,: In

many w4ys it was the prototype of campus explosions now occurring

all over the world, In 19649 however9 this "Free Speech Movement"

waf non-violent, Eight hundred students were arrested in the protest,

TO took policeman thirteen hours to draithe "limp" students off to

jail& (060) but more importantly for SDS9 an important new tactical

approach was in evidence

By 2965 SDS organized the first anti-Vietnam war teach-in at the

University of Michigan8 in the same year it led the first antiwar

march of 259000 to Washington D,C, and organised "Free Universities"

on many campuses, At this time9 j, Edgar Hoover warned of many campus

Reds. (18:84See also Appendixi Doc NO 5)

In 1966 SDS set up counseling service .. on campus to help students

avoid the draft. It also passed a black power resolution in support

of SMCC, In the same year9 J, Edgar Hoover testified before the House

of Representatives Committee on Appropriations9 making the following

salient points about Students for a Democratic Society:

1, "Communists are actively promoting and participating in

the activities of this organization."
2, A National convention of this organization was held at

a camp near Kewadin9 Michigan9 in June9 1965. Practically

every subversive organization in the United States was

represented by delegates to this convention,Also
represented were the Communist Party9 U,S.A..."

3* The leadership of SDS is strongly pro-Communist.'

4. The activities of SDS have been9 and will likely continue

to be9 Planned and directed to help establish a Communist

Americai (See Appendix9 Doc, No. 6)

In 196? SDS began demonstrating against R,O.T4. 'tsinits They

harassed Dew Chemical Company (makers of .Aapalm) on various ,campuses,

and attacked CcIcA0 and the Institute for Defenste Analysis (48181)

SDS delighted in ekposing facts and figures comparable to the ones

published in EnutLs September9 l968 on defense contracts9

classified contracts9 Atomic Energy Commission contracts9 and NASA

contracts for the major universitieso R"141 .,s-8-90 or see Appendix9 Disc6

No, 7 )
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In 1968 SDI" led a series of explosive campus take-overs,

By the end of June, 18 major universities had ex:)erienced

partial occupation or sit-ins. (4101-32) During Mdy alone9

the following events transpired: (1) Four hundred student&

occupied the old student union at Stanford in protest cainbt

the CIAt (2) Fire hundred students marched on Nassau Hall at

Princeton, demanding that (a) the authority of the school

trustees be limited, (b) school ties be broken with the

Institute for nefense Analysis, () dorm visiting rules be

suspended, and (d) a draft counseling program be instituted;

Vtudents barricaded the administration building at Cheyney

State College in Pennsylvania demanding a better faculty and

curriculum; Roosevelt University9 in downtown Chicago,

expelled or suspended forty-five students who participated in

a sit-int the president of Florida State University resigned in

the wake of a student protest; fourteen black students were

arrested at Miami University after they had taken-over the

presidentos office; and students successfully banned government

agencies and corporations from recruiting on campus at Oberlin.

(Y7872)

The most serious campus disruption of 19680 however, was

at prestiguous Columbia University, The SDS led revolt shut

down "the entire schoolv caused an estimated $3009000 damage

and led to a general student strike and the arrest of 720

people," (Wg81) And more alarming, still-- "In recent months

student revolts have erupted in more than a dosen major

industrial nations around the world" Student radicals in the

capitalist countries seem to agree that capitalism must be

overthrown. (4A42-43t 401;278-279) And syndicated columnists

Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson have linked Columbia University

SEG president Mark Rudd with Rudi Dutschke in Germany and

"Danny the Red" Cohn-Bendit in France,, (l225)

ally have dangerous student radicals garnered so much support

on our natiows campuses? Is it because of the general appeal

of its critique of our society? SDS maintains that flthe present
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American corporate capitalist system manipulates and oppresses

the :Lndividualo.(and) a corporate/military elite,*oprofits

while the rest of the citigenry are only depersonalized pawns

in the gameThe nation,s universities are key accomplices

in this proceSs, furnishing research and ideas to the military-

industrial complex and psychologically conditioning students to

take their places submissively in the corporate slots that

await them*" (12:25) Perhaps this anti-capitalist rationale

suffices to polarize that vague sense of anti-bureaucratic

sentiment upon which students around the world agree,

Some interesting hypotheses have been advanced concerning

the causes of student unrest in the United states. S L Halleck

has examined some of them which seem pertinent at this time*

He speaks of a "Critical Hypothelsis," and cites some of

the current easy judgments of the elder generation about the

lack of discipline and purpose in youth; the "Permissive Hypothesis"

is a closely related theme; the 'Pan-Responsibility Hypothesis"

tends ta malign Freud and insist that individuals are responsible

for their actions, and behavior should be examined in the

context of good or bad; the "Affluence Hypothesis"stresses.

student disenchantment with materialism and a life devoid of

meaninv the "Family-Pathology-Hypothesis" emphasizes a disturbed

family; the "sympathetic Hypothesis" insists that youth is

victimized with unbearable pressure; the "Two Armed-Camps

Hypothesis" cites pressure from competition in the cold war as

the source of student tension; the "Deterioration in the quality

of Life Hypothesis" emOasizes overcrowding and ugliness; the

"Political Haplessness Hypathesis" explains that students feel

society is too complex, checks and balances frustrate meaningful

political change, pressure groups cancel one another out, and

it is impossible to make meaningful change in the system,1 the

"Civil Rights Hypothesis" relates student unrest to their

empathy with Negroes; the "Technological Hypothesis" stresses

rapid environmental change and student distrust of the future

with its attendant emptanis on the need to live for now; the
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"Media Hypothesis" draws from Marshall MuCluhanua theory of

a global village in which frustrations are communal or shared;

Halleck prefers the "Moutral Hypothesis" which claims student

urrst derives from impersonal processes and "changes in

Fighly complex society (which) create (a) need for new modes

of psychological adaptation." (1412-9) In a sense Halleckus

view is eclectic, since hit gave measured support to all

hypotheses.

According to Joseph shoben, Director of the American Coundil

on Education,s Commission on Academic Affairs, "An analysis of

71 of the student disturbances which have occurred since

October 19669 indicates that 68 of them were related either to

the Vietnam Nar or to the race problem, or to both," (821205)

He further explains that students are most apt to revolt

1. When a faculty or an administration is considered
to be unresponsive to studentsu expression of concern.
2. whin students feta they have been excluded from
participation in decision making that affects their
own conduct or freedom of expression.
3. when institutions are accused of injustice because
they contract to perform war-related research, offer
facilities for government-sponsored speakers to talk
about Vietnam, or fail to show eagerness to enroll
Negroes,.
4q when a student rebel achieves some form of "martyrdom"
such as expulsion, suspeneton or arrest.
5. When a sizable number of liberals are willing to
join revolts to force reforms. (52238)

J. L. Walsh explains what todayus student wants by care-

tql.74 listing what he hates. Where society is concerned, it

is
1. depersonalisation,
2. bureacratisation
3* gradulism,
4* Vietnam War, and.
5. living in the most organized, technologized and
bureacratized society the world has ever known0 (481209)

In place of all this, insists Walsh, the student wants

"democratic participation" and control over his life. (48:207-208)

Katz and Sanford list the following causes of student unrest:

1. Tightening of standards since Sputnik

r's
tf.
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2. work demanded of students can,t be filled,
a 40 hour week,
3. a lack of community on campus
iv, depersonalisation
5,, university preoccupation with technology
60. rtudents are more sophisticated as a result of
travel, modern communications, and increased opportunity0
They demand their right to share in the decisions of
their own education:, (21864-66)

Bill ward, Associate professor of Journalism at Syracuse,

believes student unrest is caused by

aelf justification to compensate academic failure9
20 demagogues,
3. the excitement of demonstration, and
4. loss of identity,, (514h8l-82)

Norman Cousins writes of impersonality, disconnection and

dehumanisation as causes of campus disturbances& (l0b20) And

adds1 students are seeking "workable guidelines for their livesr

they are also engaged in a quest for individual self respect,

Tor those of us who would lecture this generation on violence9

Cousins believesD the ',basic causes of violence can be found in

the mirror.," Says he, our society countenances violence in

Vietnam; violence can be perpetrated easily with guns obtainable

by anyone,, we have cut down some of our greatest men,,"the

basic causes of violence can be found in the mirror and will not

yield to dismay, disgust, or despair," (1l328)

It seems fitting to close the segment of this paper devoted

to causes of student unrest with some perceptive comments in a

Time essay, Students are protestinci says TimeD,beeause they

demand relevance and involvement, They have taught us two

important lessonsa (1) some of the changes they want are

really improvements and (2) the way to deal with student power

is to anticipate it, to initiate changes before the students

demand them, Students and elders need to learn more mutual

respect. (56224-25)
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One would be led to suspect, for many reasons, that full-

scale student demonstrations will never develop at Fullerton Jr.

College. The root causes of student demonstrations seem to be

lacking here, The school is not involved in war research; a

two year student tenure seems insufficient to build either

serious attachments or grievances; we lack the Itegro enrollment

to make possible the kind of black/white radical alliance which

has caused such great disturbance at san Francisco State'd (51:7042)

we are not faced with responsibility for regulating students lives

in dormitoriestl our instructors, for the most parts relate closely

with stadents in seminars, field trips, and informal discussions;

Aelationships between faculty and students are warm and personal;

and the strong tradition of middle class respectability still

prevails. Yet-- the attempt to organize student activism has begun.

Given this hard fact of life, it seems reasonable to plan for any

eventuality.

The contingency plan to thwart SDS disturbances at Fullerton

Jr. College herein presented is based on a number of assumptions.

First, it is assumed that eventually SDS activities on this

campus will follow the familiar patterns of mass sit-ins, mill-

inss disruptions of speakers and ceremonies, and disruption of

classes. Second% it is assumed that the people at the vortex of

these disturbances will be radicals and anarchists. Third, it is

assumed that if SDS organizers are to successfully lead such

activities, they must have a substantial following. The first

problems therefores is to isolate and discredit the organizers

before they have built a substantial following. Information

about the character of SDS should be widely shared.

Only a small minority of students will be interested in identi-

fying with a movement which openly boasts that it is a coalition

of "socialists, anarchists% communistss and humanist liberals.

(34t4-5) Most students will not support an organization which

harbors, in the words of FBI Director, J. Edgar Hoovers Ha new

type of subversive.,,financed by the Communist party." (l2g23)

Humanist liberal students should be reminded that men with liberal

credentials-- syndicated columnists Drew Pearson and Jack lindersotrft
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have also pointed out the subversive nature of the PDS leadership.

3DS organizers have been identified with drugs in the past.

7om Hayden chidedPresident elect Richard Nixon recently on network

television (CBS Face the Nations Dec. 8) for speaking out against

drugs, Many SDS organizers are vulnerable to arrest on possession

of drugs; this tac has been employed to break hard-core FIDS

activity elsewhere?, and it should be employed wherever feasible.

(38360)

The Mulford Bill, passed by the California legislature and

signed by Governor Browns June 2, 19650 makes it a "misdemeanor for any

non-student or any non-employee to remain on a state university or

state college campus after he or she has been ordered to leave...

(as a result of) an act likely to interfere with the peaceful

conduct of the campus." (448154-155) If this bill does not apply

to junior colleges§ we need similar legislation now-- and should

work for it immediately.

It might be well to alert students in advance of an expected

attempt to disrupt instruction, It is claimed by tdwin E. Willis,

(Dem. Lan) Chairman of Rouse Committee on Un.-Amer14an Activities%

that if one publicizes an expected student strike in advances

the planned propaganda effort will be scifled. (36:10-11)
1/

If the situation finally deteriorates to demonstrations" on

campus9 it seems that the best approach is "hard line." It is

instructive that the horrible confrontation at Columbia resulted

in 178 arrests (Mark Rudds Pres. of SDS too). All who were

arrested were suspended from Columbia and now face expulsion0(530)

Columbia has seemed to quiet down as a result. At San Francisco

States in the same Springs the administration granted four of

the radical students five demands-- and faced greater problems

this fall. It is bests it seems, to deal harshly with the

hard core "DS:

As important in dealIng with potential stutsn inrest however,

is campus reform. Radical agitators 'pan be isolateds discredited

and destroyed through effective faculty-student-community relationships,,

=110..
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In the recent Joint student-Faculty Report on how to avert future

disorders at the University of California At Berkeley, the following

pints were made in support of students: (1), a decentralisation

procr3s6 is needed " in order to interweave students, faculty and

administrators into A community seeking common goals,Students

should sit on the key committees within departments to help shape

policy and would also help evaluate the teaChing of their professors,

These local constituencies would then feed into a more representative-

and entirely reorganised- student government and faculty academie

senate, (See Appendix, Doc, Il 2)

Michael Rogin Assistant Professor of Political science at the

Univtrsity of California at Berkeley is convinced that this

studont generation has great sophistication, As he puts it, "To

get 14) learn from them, as I was fortunate enough to do during the

year of the Berkeley revolt, was a remarkable experience" (32299)

and he seems disposed to share poliey making decisions with them

111.11

Professor Garbarine, Director of Business and Economics Research at

Berkoley, writes of a near future when professors may have no other

cheixe, "A.dministrative authority will be increasingly limited in

all 4pes ef orgenizations," he asserts, and "The consent of the

govemedo principle will be extended to employer-employee relations,

and bargaining ut of decisions will be generalised over most of

our organisAtioneWs (282171472)

A recent article in school and Society points out that "In the

last 40 years, the Harvard Student Council has produced 12 printed

reports on specIfic issues This is one of the reasons we hear less

about Harvard disorders than we do at many institutions." (15:56)

Many art saying, at this Juncture, if we would save our

educational instttutions, we must reZorm Acme -Stadeat government

mas bc aLreagtheled aud give,c a digeifinaget Voioe ie Wu/ governanee.0v"

.021206 Se. also 22232,,33, ,
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Even the trustees of some institutions are calling for more

"student power." Thomas L Boardman of Oberlin has gone so far

as to "welcome some form of student representation on the Board

of Trustees," (4609)

At the junior college level it seems that a number of

imaginative programs in EmsurlIE service can be developed

wIth student participation. Exciting speaker series with first-

rate talent should be developed through the community service tax.

A program comparable to the one at Monterey Peninsula Colleges

in 1959-1961 should captivate student interest, /n one academic

year at Monterey they had Eleanor Roosevelts John Mason Browns

Norman Cousinsy William 00 Douglass Clement knees Martin Luther

King James Baldwins Aldous Huxleys Margaret Meade%) Santha Rama

Rauy William Wintery Felix Greenes Peter Odegards and others in

their evening lecture series-- financed with the community

service tax, student morale and commitment to the institution

was phenomenal,

A relevant curriculum is needed to avert student unrest. This

will entail programs and studies in which Negroes can find identity,

Other minorities need programs which are meaningful for them as

well,

/t is imperative that we now prepare to listens learns and adapt,

Me must be willing to work with potential supportive elements of

SDS and aced. to reasonable demands. We must try to avert further

violence before it prepares the may for the police state more

than one perceptive analyst has cautioned us about the violent

backlash which could result from wholesale disorder. (24:393ee also

13413)

The urgency of the task is described by Co 0. Austins

Recent silent generations of students have prompted those
who administer colleges and universities to hope that we

are going through another phase of student life which
will soon palms and consequentlys to adjust their mode
of operation as little as possible in the face of
protests. We suspects howevers that students are

defining a. new and permanent place for themselves in

affecting policy decisionss and that those who now

govern our colleges and universities would be well

advised to work with students in creating a pattern

in which there are effective alternatives to demonstra-

tions, (214)

2.111.0.
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The Berkeley Student Revolt 1964
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Student protest became a prominent feature of academic life, for the

first time, in the 1960's. The first major student "revolt," and possibly
the prototype, was the Free Speech Movement at the University of California

at Berkeley, led by students who had worked in the civil-rights movement
but involving, at its peak in December 1964, large numbers of undergraduates.

The immediate polecipitant of the rebellion was an order of the university

administration prohibiting various forms,of political agitation on the

campus, but the scope.of the protest widened until it became an attack on

the impersonality, excessive specialization, and prostitution of knowledge
which the students associated with the "multiversity" -- a concept of the

university of which Clark Kerr, happened to be the leading spokesman. The

following speech by Mario Salvo, an undergraduate philosophy major who
emerged as the leader,of the FSM, waS delivered during a sit-in,of eight

hundred students in Sproul Hall during the night of December 2, and it
shows that much more was involved, for the students, than a narrow Issue

of university procedure.
Eventually the facility voted its support of the program of FSM, but the

deeper issues remained.... of the generational rift and the re!ection of
American society by increasing numbers of young people -- feelings which

would soon be further stirred by the war in-Vietnam, which subsequently

became the principal focus of student demonstrations.

Mario Savio-- "An End to History" December 2$ 1964 (Humanity,
December, 1964)

...In our free speech fight at the University of California, we have

come up against what may emerge as the greatest problem of our nation-- de-

personalized, unresponsive bureaucracy. We have encountered the organized

status quo in Mississippi, but it is the same in Berkeley. Here we find it

impossible usually to meet with anyone but Secretaries. Beyond that, we find

functionaries who cannot make policy, but cen only hide behind the rules.

We have discovered total lack of response on the part of the policy makers.

To grasp a situation which is truly. Kafkesque, it is necessary to under-

stand the bureaucratic mentality. And we have learned quite a bit about

it this fall,more outside the classroom than in.

As bureaucrat, an administrator believes that nothing new happens. He

occupies an a-historical point of view. In September, to get the attention

of this bureaucracy which had issued aribtrary edicts suppressing student

political expression and refused to discuss its action, we held a sit-in on

the campus. Mg sat around a police car and kept it immobilized for over

thirty-two hours. At last the administrative bureaucracy agreed to negotiate.
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The BerkeleY Studentltevolt 1964 (continued)

But initead, on the following Monday, wa discovered that a committee had

been inointed, in accordance with usual regulations, to resolve the dispute.

Our f.ttempt to convince any of the administrators that an4vent had occurred,

tha something new had happened, failed. They saw this siply as something

to be handled by normal University procedures.

The same is true,of all bureaucracies. They begin as tools, means to

iartain legitimate goals, and they end up feeding their own existence. The

zonception that bureaucrats have is that history has in fact come to an end.

No events can occur now that the Second World War is over which can change

American society substantially. We proceed by standard procedures as we

are
This free speech fight points up a fascinating aspect of contemporary

clapus life. Students are permitted to talk all they want so long as.their

',peach has no consequences. .

One conception oUthe university, suggested by a classical Christian

formulation, is that ii be in the wOrld but not of the world. The conception

of Clark Kerr, by contiast, is that the university.is part and parael.of this

particular stage in the history of American.Society; it stands to serve the

need of American induitry; it is a factory that turns out a :certain product

needed by industry or:government. Because speech does often have.conse-

quences which might alter this perVersion of higher education, the university

must put itself in a Position of censorship. It can permit two kinkof..

speech, speech which encourages continuation of the status quo, andapeech

which advocates changes in it so radical as to be irrelevant in the fore-

seeable future.

UniversityAs well structured, well tooled, to turn out people

with all the sharp edges worn off, .the well-rounded person. 04 University'

is well equipped to produce that sort of person, and this means that the

best aiong the people:who enter mist for four years wander.aimlessly.much of

the time questioning Why they are on campus .at alt., doubting whether there

is any point in What they are doing, and looking toward a very bleak existence.

afterward in a game in Which all of the rules have been made up, which'one

cannot.really amend.

,,,,r,...^-1,-1-"37Fr.":`,,,,,..2,'..,-1.
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The Berkeley Student Revolt 1964 (continued)

It ii i bleak scene, but it is all a lot of us hese:to look forward
,

to. Society provides no challenge. American society in the standard

conception it has of itself is simply no lonner exciting. The most ex-

citing things going on in America today are movements to change America.

America iS becoming even more the Utopia of sterilized, automated con-

tentment. The "futures" and "careers" for which America students now

prepare are for the most part intellectual and moral wastelands'. This

chrome-plated consumers paradise would have us grow up to be well-be-

hamed children. But an important minority of men and women coming to

the front today have shown that they will die rather than be standar-

dized, replaceable and irrelevant.

.Aenry Steele Commager, ed. Documents of
American History. 8th ed. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968. pp..72021.
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How to Prevent Riots: University of California at Berkeley

joint Student-Faculty Committee to Study Ways to AveetFuture Disorders.

After a series of campus uprisings, the University of California

at Berkeley last January (1967) set up a oint student-faculty committee

to study ways to avert future disorders. This week the committeee-

headed by Law Professor Caleb Foote and graduate student Henry E. Mayer..

released a 250 page report that charged almost everybody involved in

past troubles with pursuing "partisan ends" but also recommended some

sound proposals as to how the school should govern itself.

The report was quite indiscriminate in its criticism of the present

university setup. It argued that Governor Ronald Reagan was "consistently

unfriendly", and that the regents had proved "ineffectual in protecting

the freedom and integrity" of the school-- both propositions that are

open to debate. It blamed the university president for failing to give

each campus enough autonomy, and Berkeley Chancellor Roger Heyns for not

developing a meaningful dialogue with the faculty. The professors, in

turn, operated in "a milieu of confusion and uncertainty"-- not to men-

tion indifference--with respect to their powers. Too many students,

the report aaid, displayed "an appallingly high rate of disafEection and

disinterest toward" their own education. The result was "an atmosphere

of distrust and suspicion."

The committee's basic solution to the problem is decentralization

in order to interweave students, faculty and administrators into a come

munity seeking common goals. Thus it urged the regents to confine theme

selves to setting broad policy.-- something proposed by the regents own

Byrne Report (rime,May 219 1965)-e and recommended that administrators

delegate as much authority as possible to local campuses.

At Berkeley, the report proposed breaking up such unmanageable

units as the Freshman and Sophomore years of the College of Letters and

Science, which has some 6,600 students, into small ccileges grouped

around related disciplines, each with power to hire and promote teachers.

Students would sit on the key committees within departments to help shape

policy and would also help evaluate the teaching of their professors.

These local "constituencies" would then feed into a more representative--

and entirely reorganized -- student government avd faculty academic senate.

,
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How to Prevent Riots....(continued)

Psr77,

cn the key issue.of bow the university should maintain order at Berk-

eley-- 4ssuming that dialogUe will not resolve all tensions -- the report

pr,poeed that tha chancellor should not get directly involved with adminis-

taring campus discipline. Under the present system, it argued, the chan-

cellor appsaiv to be both prosecutor and judge; which inevitably makes him

seem like the students' adversary. Instead; the committee suggested that a

new set of campus regulations; subject to the chancellor's veto; should be

drawn up by a rules committee representing faculty; students and administra-

lelixild; 'Violators would be brought to a judgment before a student-conduct

court composed of four students and four faculty, members. If convicted, a
student could appeal to the chancellor for a mitigation of punishment. A*

for clear violations of criminal Law; that would be left entirely in the

hamds of off-campus courts.

TiMe; (January 19; 1968); p. 34.

,
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Oroposed FJC-SDS CONSTLFUTLON
(Lejected by the Student Commission)

Article I FAME

The name of ';his organization shall be the Fullerton Junior College

Chapter of tudents for a Democratic Society (FJC-SDS).

Article 7A MEMERSHIP

Nember.hip is open to all students and faculty members of Fullerton

Junicvil College who share the basic aims of this organization.

ArUele III PROCEDURE

the principle of "participatory democracy" shall govern the conduct

of all meetings and activities.

Article IV PURPOSE

The purpose of FJC.SDS shall be those expressed in the Preamble to

the National SDS Constitution:

"Students for a Democratic Society is an association of young people

of the left. It seeks to create a sustained community of educational

and political concern; one bringing together liberals and radicals,

activists and scholars, students and faculty. It maintains a vision

of a democratic society, where at all levels the people have control

of the decisions which affect them and the resources on which they are

dependent. It seeks a relevance through the continual focus on real-

ities and on the programs necessary to effect change at the most basic

levels of economic, political, and social organization. It feels the

urgency to put forth a radical, ddmocratie program whose methods emboey

the democratic vision."

The above is a copy of the Constitution FJC.,SDS submitted for reilogni

zation as a campus club. This document along with a list of twr;nty

students must be approved by the Dean of Women, the Student Covinission,

the Committee on Student Affairs, and the President of the Coklege.

FJC-SDS would much rather see students and not the administration have

the final decision on the approval of student clubs. Unti) that day

when students control student government, we will attempt to work

through the "proper channels." And hope the administration has the

wisdom to decide the best for us.

"Students are niggers. When you get that straight, our schools begin

to make sense." .

...Jerry Farber "The Student 4$1 Nigger"
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SDS Goals for Fullerton Jr. College
(mimeographed sheet)

is.an association of young people of the Left. It seeks to create

a sustained community of educational and political concern; one bringing

together liberals and radicals, activists and scholars, students and

faculty. It maintains a vision of a democratic society, where at all

levels the people have control of the decisions which affect them and

the resources on which they are dependent. It seeks a relevance

through the continual focus on realities and on the programs necessary

to effect change at the most basic levels of economic, political, and

social organization. It feels the urgency to put forth a radical, de.

mocratic program whose methods embody the democratic vision,

Preamble, SDS Constitution

It is with this vision that we are forming a SDS chapter at Fullerton. .

will begin by working for changes on our campus in the following areas:

1. Factual student control of all policies, issues and activities con-

cerning the student. We therefore will strive to establish:

a) a non.profit bookstore

b) more direct student control of ASB funds and activities

c) a student review board

d) abolishment of the dress code

e) more adequate parking facilities

f) student employment in more campus jobs

II. Greater student involvement in social and political issues.

In this regard we shall work to obtain:

a) on-campus draft counseling

b) freedom of the press on campus

c) an open center for community-student interaction .

d) a centrally located free speech center

e) an unrestricted outside speaker policy

Our first step toward these objectives will be the publication of a

series of newspapers composed of student articles, announcements, SDS

positions, and other items of interest to the student. Ttmae wishing to

join FJC-SDS, help us, contribute articles to the paper, or who simply

desire more information should meet in room 1002 of the Home and Fine

Arts Building, at 4 PM today. National SDS policy and our confirmed con-

sensus dictate that our membership shall be open to all who share the

commitment of the organization to democracy as a means and as a social

goal.
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From J. Edgar Hoover: A Report on Campus Reds. Testimony given
before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations on
March 4, 1965. A transcript of his report was made public on Hay 17.
Following are excerpts from Mr. Hoover's testimony:

Demonstrations at the University of California were initiated

October 1, 1964, by a small group of students who formed an organization

called the Free Speech Movement--FSM-- which demanded the right to en-

gage in political activities on campus in local, State and national

elections, in violation of university regulations.

Demonstrations continued through October and November, in spite

of overtures and concessions by the university administration to the

demands of the demonstrators..

On December 2, 1964, approximately 1,000 demonstrators gathered

in Sproul Hall, University of California, and refused to leave, resul-

ting in Governor Brown of California issuing orders to arrest those who

refused. Accordingly at 3:45 a.m., December 3, 1964, over 600 police

officers arrested 780 demonstrators who refused to leave Sproul Hall.

The arrests were without violence or injuries.

Mario Savio, student leader and spokesman for FSM and the demon .

strators, has a previous arrest record for sit-in demonstrations.

During the period November 10-14, 1964, Savio was on a speaking tour

of colleges in the Midwest and East seeking financial support for the

arrested students. A close adviser who accompanied him on this tour

WA4 Bettina Aptheker, member of the W.E.B. DuBois Club of Berkeley..

a Marxist-oriented youth organizationand daughter of Herbert Aptheker,

publicly identified in the Communist newspaper "The Worker," in its

issue of July 30, 1961, as a member of the national committee of the

Communist Party, U.S.A.

Individuals with subversive backgrounds who participated in the

demonstrations included five faculty members and 38 individuals who

were students or connected with the University of California in some

capacity. This is another example of a demonstration, which, whii4

not Communist-originated or controlled, has been exploited by a iew

4 .'"'
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Fran J. Edgar Hoover: A Report on Campus Reds (continued)

Communists for their own end. In this instance, a few hundred stedents

contain within their ranks a handful of Communists that mislead, con-

fuse and bewilder a great many students to their own detriment.

Communist party leaders feel that, based on what happened on

the campus of the University of California at Berkeley, they can ex-

ploit similar student demonstrations to their own benefit in the

future....

On February 8, 1965, about 1,3000 demonstrators (at the University

of California) protested U.S. intervention in Vietnam. Speakers,

condemning the United States for starting the war in Vietnam, included

Herbert Aptheker, a member of the National Committee of the Communist

Party, U.S.A., and other party members who, "just happened to be there."

All speakers urged their listeners to more direct action and called

for a demonstration at the New Federal Building in San Francisco.

At Madison, Wis., at the University of Wisconsin, a similar pro-

test meeting held by students and faculty members, some of whom have

Communist backgrounds. One of these was Daniel Friedlander who is

active in the DuBois Clubs in Madison.

The major lesson to be learned from all this is that the Communists

and their supporters in this country are not a weak, insignificant

element on the American scene.

The wave of demonstrations which erupted on a national scale

immediately following news of the U.S. counterstrike against Communist

forces in Vietnam demonstrates how unified, organized and powerful an

element the Communist movement in the United States is today.

While many of the demonstrations were organized by legitimate,

sincere pacifist groups, Communists and their supporters also organized

a number of demonstrations and are attempting to exploit to their own

benefit the activities of the legitimate organizations.

U.S. News and World Repork, (May 31, 1965), p. P.
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Students for a Democratic Society
February, 1966 testimony of
J.EDGAR HOOVER, Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation
before House of Representatives Committee on Aporopriations

hr. Hoover. Cne of the most militant organizations now
engaged in activities protesting U.S. foreign policy is

a student youth group called Students for a Democratic

Society. Communists are actively promoting and panic...

ipating in the activities of this organization, which is

self-described as a group of liverals and radicals. This

organization currently claims a membership in excess of

3,000 in over 100 chapters throughout the United States,

and its Members are most vocal in condemning the American

way of life and our established form of government.
This organization sponsored a march on Washington to
protest U.s. action in Vietnam which took place on April

17, 1965. Communists from throughout the Nation partic
ipated in this march and over 70 past or present Communist

Party members from New York City alone, inctuding several

national leaders, were observed among the participants.

Anational convention of this organization was held at

a camp near Kewadin, Lich., in June 1965. Practically

every subversive organization in the United States was
represented by delegates to this convention. There were

delegates from the Uung Soeialist Alliance, the youth

and training section of the Trotskyite Socialist Workers

Party, which has been designated as subversive pursuant

to Executive Chiller 10450.
Also represented were the Communist Party, U.S.A. and

the Spartacist group, a Trotskyite splinter organization.
Other delegates represented the Progressive Labor Party,

a harxist-Leninist organization following the line of
Communist China, and the hay 2 Kovement, a front group

of the Progressive Labor Party.
At this convention, a number of proposals were made to

futther oppose the U.S. action in Vietnam; Cne Students
for a Democratic Society leader called for deliberate

violation of the sedition statutes by Students for a

Democratic society members which it was hoped would result

in mass arrests and a "political trial" of the organization.
Members were urged to attempt to enter military bases to
persuade soldiers that they should refuse to fight in

Vietnam.
At a meeting of the national council, the governing body

of the Students for a Democratic Society ihich was held

over the 1965 Labor Day weekend, 20 of the approximately

22
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Students for a Democratic Society
February, 1966 testimony of
J.EDGAR HOCVER, Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation
before.House of, Representatives Committee on Appropriations

(continued)

100 participants had past or present affiliations with
the Communist Party or other subversive groups. A
vigorous antidraft program was proposed at this meeting,
which included plans to counsel draft-age youth on how to
avoid the draft. This proposal was later submitted to the
Students for a Democratic Society membership by referendum
for approval but was defeated by a narrow majority.

In spite of this, Students for a Democratic Society
leaders recently announced that each local chapter would
make its own decisions as to whether an antidraft program
would be undertaken by that particular chapter.
During the last week of December 1965, the antidraft

program and the Vietnam protest movement again were sub-
jects which dominated discussions at a national membership
conference of this group held at Urbana, Ill. Heated exc.

changes took place between various factions, some of which
wanted to continue with a "hard line" and others wanting
to retreat entirely from all protest activity in connection
with the Vietnam issue. Although no foreign policy deo
cisions resulted from this conference, the Students for a
Democratic Society has continued to sponsor and participate
in demonstrations throughout the United States protesting
U.S. action in Vietnam.
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War Research at the Uiliversities-. Germ Warfare, Psychological W4Tare,
. and Rocketry

Obeitted from Lez.iire, SepteMber, 1968. py10.88m90.

Stanford Univereiti
Illinois Snot,' of Tech.
MAIN of Washington
Geo. Washington Univ..'.
Univ. of Texas
John Hopkins Univ. .

Univ. of Penneylvitnie
American Univq
Univ. of Michigan
%se. Inst. of Tech.
Columbia %iv*
alio State Univ.
Univ. of Illinois
Penn. State
Univ. of Calif.
Corndl Univ. . .

Calif. Inst. of Tech.
Princeton Univ.'

Univ. of Calif.

Calif. Inst. of Tech.

bitemakintav*, 0181..Intatiril

$16500,000
4,000,000

$ 425,000
$ 3,100,000

2,000,000
.$55,100,000

:
5..2,200,000
$10,000,000
$46,000,000

8,757,700
20387,176

$ 100,000
$ 3,500,000
$ 6,500,000
$31,000000

$45,492,000
$14,100,000
$ 5,618,000
$ 4,500,000
$ ,600,000
$72,041,000
$ .49833,000
$ 2,668,000
$17,700,000
$02,423,000
$16,416,000
$ 4795,000
$10,960,000
$12,000,000
$17,353,000
$23,824,000
$ 4,189,000
$ 4,01,000

AEC Contracti

$255,000,000

NASA Contracts'

$200,000,000

,C1.112L3ifjAZG

$769opos000 .

NASA Classified

Secret
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